Mumbai – an International Financial Centre (Seminar by Dr. Jaimini Bhagwati)

Abstract:

The High Powered Expert Committee's report on Mumbai as an International Financial Centre (IFC) provides a useful compilation and analysis of the current state of development of the Indian financial sector and identifies India’s comparative advantages. The cross-country comparisons indicate that further reforms remain to be implemented to catch up with more developed markets. It is perceptive in identifying missing links in Indian financial markets e.g. liquid sub-sovereign debt markets and exchange traded currency/interest rate derivatives. The tax proposals in the report could be the basis for future changes. The same could also be said about report’s suggestion for development of human capital in quantitative finance.

Clearly, far reaching changes are required if Mumbai is to emerge as an IFC and recommendations for reforms in the banking, capital markets, insurance and pension sectors would not be complete without suggestions for accompanying changes in regulation and the macro-economic environment. However, this all encompassing setting renders the report thin on the ground. The provision of sophisticated International Financial Services (IFS) out of Mumbai including to hedge funds and private equity/venture capital providers by itself does not lead to widespread creation of wealth in a country where an IFC is located.

Financial inclusion is not addressed in the report in any detail. Even as the sophistication of products offered out of Mumbai rises, financial services need to reach a larger fraction of our population. Additionally, pensions and insurance sectors are not treated as exhaustively as these could have been in this report. On page 54, the report states that “history suggests that no country or regional economy can become globally significant without having an IFC of its own”. It is not clear if the report is suggesting that having an IFC is a necessary condition to be “globally significant” and if so, how this is relevant for India.
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